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INTRODUCTION
The past decade has seen a resurgence of interest in graph databases, wherein entities from the domain of interest are represented by nodes and relationships between them by edges. Part of this resurgence stems from the growing realisation that there are a variety of domains for which graph databases offer a more intuitive conceptualisation than their more well-established relational cousins. For example, one can view a social network as a graph of people who know each other. One may likewise view transport networks, biological pathways, citation networks, and so on, as a graph. Although graphs can still be (and sometimes still are) stored in relational databases, the choice to use a graph database for certain domains has significant benefits in terms of querying, where the emphasis shifts from joining various tables to specifying graph patterns and navigational patterns between nodes that may span arbitrary-length paths. To support these new types of queries, a variety of graph database engines (Erling 2012; Thompson et al. 2014; The Neo4j Team 2016) , graph data models (Harris and Seaborne 2013; The Neo4j Team 2016) , and graph query languages (The Neo4j Team 2016; Harris and Seaborne 2013; Apache TinkerPop 2017) have been released over the past few years.
Scope. Our goal in this survey is to give an in-depth discussion of the main conceptual features found in modern graph query languages, as both supported by graph database engines and studied in the theoretical literature. By organising our survey at the level of query features, rather than languages, we provide a foundational introduction to the area, which helps to understand, and even define, individual query languages as the composition of features. We consider two highlevel categories of query features: graph patterns and path expressions. These features collectively form the core of a variety of modern graph query languages (The Neo4j Team 2016; Harris and Seaborne 2013; van Rest et al. 2016 ) and form the core of what has been studied in the theoretical literature (Wood 2012; Barceló 2013) .
After introducing and defining the graph query features in each category, we list various semantics under which such features can be evaluated, provide examples of how such features are applied in a selection of modern query languages, discuss the computational complexity of key problems underlying such features, and present some of their most important extensions as implemented in modern graph database engines.
We wrap up by drawing all of the foundational discussion together into a summary of the types of features we have covered, how these features can be used to understand the complexity and expressivity of modern query languages, the importance of formalisation for such languages, the key challenges underlying their implementation and optimisation in practical engines, and possible ways in which they might evolve.
Survey Structure. The survey is structured as follows: -We first discuss two graph data models in Section 2: edge-labelled graphs, which is the foundational model considered in the graph database literature, and property graphs, which is a model commonly employed in practice, where nodes and edges in labelled graphs can be annotated with additional meta-information. -In Section 3, we discuss graph patterns, where a graph-structured query is matched against the graph database. We also discuss the extension of such graph patterns with additional operators, such as projection, difference, union, and so on. -Section 4 then introduces navigational expressions, which, unlike graph patterns, can match paths of arbitrary length. -In Section 5, we present our final remarks. Online Appendix. An online appendix for this article contains several aspects of graph query languages that, while not mainstream, have enjoyed some coverage in the research literature and in practical systems. These include an alternative semantics for matching patterns to graphs; extensions of path queries to recursive patterns and Datalog; additional query features such as aggregation, path unwinding, and graph-to-graph queries; as well as further extensions that can be considered.
Proviso. Throughout the survey, following the conventions of theoretical articles, we will use the phrase "graph database" to refer to a specific data model or an instance of that data model. We will use the phrase "graph database engine" to specify an implementation for executing queries over graph databases.
Intended Audience. The main ambition of this survey is to bridge theory and practice, relating theoretical notions of querying graphs to three modern query languages that are popular in practice. The survey is thus primarily aimed at both theoretical and applied researchers interested in graph databases. For a theory-oriented researcher, the survey outlines a practical context for proposals in the theoretical literature, providing concrete examples of how practical languages instantiate or relate to theoretical proposals, discussing choices of semantics, highlighting aspects of such languages not yet well understood in theory, and so on. For a practice-oriented researcher, the survey shows how the core of various graph query languages can be understood and compared from a more foundational perspective, the possible semantics that can be chosen, the effects on complexity and the practicality of a language by changing certain features and/or semantics, and so on. Aside from researchers, practitioners-that is, developers, database administrators, engineers, consultants-may also be interested in this survey, particularly those involved in the development of graph database engines or query languages.
To keep the article accessible to a broad audience, we keep formal definitions only for core notions where it is important to be precise. Throughout the survey, we provide a wide variety of examples, including examples in three concrete query languages: SPARQL, Cypher, and Gremlin.
Previous Surveys. A number of surveys have been published in recent years in the area of graph databases. Angles and Gutiérrez (2008) provide a survey of graph database models. More recently, Angles (2012) presents a systematic analysis of the functionalities of current graph database engines. Neither of these surveys covers querying graph databases in depth, rather focusing on models and engines. Wood (2012) and Barceló (2013) study several graph query languages from a theoretical point of view, focusing on their expressive power and the computational complexity of associated problems. Given the theoretical focus of both surveys, neither covers practical aspects of modern graph query languages in detail.
Particular aspects of graph querying have also been surveyed; for example, works by Bunke (2000) , Gallagher (2006) , Riesen et al. (2010) , Livi and Rizzi (2013) , and Yan et al. (2016) deal with particular aspects of graph pattern matching, while Yu and Cheng (2010) concentrate on graph reachability queries. Again, however, all such works have a narrower focus than our survey.
Our survey complements these previous works in two novel aspects:
(1) Instead of surveying the myriad of different graph data models available, we build our presentation in terms of two popular such data models; namely, edge-labelled and property graphs. In spite of their simplicity, these models are flexible enough to express most practical graph database scenarios. In addition, the most fundamental issues related to querying graphs are already present for these models. (2) Though we discuss semantics and complexity, we do not focus only on the theoretical aspects of graph query languages. Instead, we identify and explain in detail the basic features that appear in such languages, providing examples of how they are applied in a selection of practical query languages. In summary, our article bridges the theory and practice of graph query languages in a novel manner; as previously discussed, our survey thus targets a broader audience than previous works.
68:4 R. Angles et al. Specific novel aspects of this survey include a new formalisation of the property graph model; discussion of how this model can be understood through the lens of existing theory; comparisons of practical aspects of the SPARQL, Gremlin, and Cypher query languages and the semantics they adopt; and examples of how the design of such languages influences the complexity of query evaluation.
GRAPH DATA MODELS
Graphs can be used to encode data whereby nodes represent objects in a domain of interest, and edges represent relationships between these objects. For instance, if a graph is used to encode data about movies, nodes may be actors and movies, and a (directed) edge from a node a to a node b may indicate that a is an actor in b. Note that the direction of an edge matters here: we want to say that an actor stars in a movie, but not vice-versa. A movie database can then be modelled using graphs as follows:
However, it is difficult to express different types of relationships in such a simple form of graph. For instance, suppose that we wish to encode that Clint Eastwood is also the director of Unforgiven. We could consider adding an edge between these nodes, thus ending up with two nodes connected in the following way:
But which edge here represents the fact that Clint Eastwood is the director of Unforgiven? And, more generally, if we have many different types of relationships between nodes, how can we distinguish between them?
Edge-labelled graphs. A simple and widely adopted solution is the use of edge-labelled graphs, where we additionally assign labels to edges that indicate the different types of relationships in the domain being described. We can see an example in Figure 1 , where Clint Eastwood has two relations to Unforgiven: one represented by the edge labelled acts_in, another represented by the edge labelled directs, and where Anna Levine also has an edge labelled acts_in to this movie.
In the following, we formalise the notion of an edge-labelled graph.
Definition 2.1 (Edge-labelled graph). An edge-labelled graph G is a pair (V , E), where:
(1) V is a finite set of vertices (or nodes).
(2) E is a finite set of edges; formally, E ⊆ V × Lab × V where Lab is a set of labels.
Example 2.2. Letting G = (V , E) denote the graph from Figure 1 , the set of vertices and edges, respectively, are: 
The labels acts_in and directs are taken from the set Lab.
Edge-labelled graphs are widely adopted in practice where, for example, they form the basis of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) standard used for encoding machine-readable content on the Web (Klyne et al. 2014 ). An RDF graph is simply a set of triples analogous to the edges in a graph database, but with some further detailing: in the case of RDF, the set V can be partitioned into disjoint sets of IRIs, literals, and blank nodes, and the set Lab is a subset of IRIs (not necessarily disjoint from V ). But for our purposes, we require no special consideration on the types of nodes, 1 and for simplicity, we consider an RDF graph as simply a special type of edge-labelled graph.
Note that the definition of an edge-labelled graph does not impose any particular restriction on the topology of graphs. For example, although Figure 1 does not contain a cycle, one can be obtained if we also add an edge labelled directedBy between Unforgiven and Clint Eastwood, signifying that the movie was directed by Clint Eastwood. For more involved cycles please refer to our social network example in Figure 5 below.
Although edge-labelled graphs have a simple structure, they can encode complex information. For example, when describing certain movies in a graph database, we may wish to encode that an actor has acted multiple times in the same movie under different roles. At first, this may seem incompatible with our definition of a graph database G = (V , E), since E is defined as a set of edges: we cannot have multiple edges with the same label between the same two nodes. However, with some lateral thinking, we can model such information as an edge-labelled graph, as per Figure 2 . Here, we see that by using a node (rather than an edge) to represent each role played by the actor in the movie, we can not only encode cases where an actor plays multiple roles in a movie, but we can also encode additional information about the role, in this case the total on-screen time for the character in question. With this principle of using nodes to represent n-ary relations (where n > 2), it becomes feasible to encode increasingly more complex information in an edge-labelled graph, such as, for example, to encode that the same character can be portrayed by different actors, and so forth.
Property Graphs. In edge-labelled graphs, we use labels to indicate the type of edge, where multiple edges may have the same type. In a similar way, we could consider labelling nodes. 2 68:6 R. Angles et al. For example, in the movie graph of Figure 1 , we could label the nodes Clint Eastwood and Anna Levine as Person, and the node Unforgiven as Movie; we may even add multiple labels to a node, for example, to label Clint Eastwood as Director and Actor. While this information can be represented in edge-labelled graphs-for example, as done in RDF, a new node is created for Movie with an edge labelled type extended to it from Unforgiven-having node labels as part of the model can offer a more direct abstraction that is easier for users to query and understand.
In the same way, it is often cumbersome to add information about the edges to an edge-labelled graph. For example, let's say that to Figure 1 , we wished to add the source of information, for example, that the acts_in relations were sourced from the web-site IMDb; for this, we cannot simply add edges to the graph. Instead, we would need to start again from the graph in Figure 1 , and create a new type of n-ary relation with the information we need: the facts in the acts_in relation together with their source of information. 3 Adding new types of information to edges in an edge-labelled graph may thus require a major change to the graph's structure, entailing a significant cost.
Thus, for scenarios where various new types of meta-information may regularly need to be added to edges or nodes, the most general and widely adopted alternative is to use an extension of an edge-labelled graph called a property graph. This model is currently adopted by some major graph database engines, such as Neo4j (Robinson et al. 2013 ) and has been recently standardised by a working group of the Linked Data Benchmark Council (LDBC) formed by members of academia and industry (LDBC 2015) .
In property graphs, both edges and nodes can be labelled. Each edge and node is additionally associated with a unique identifier that can be used as a "hook" to associate additional metainformation-in the form of a set of property-value pairs called attributes-directly to that edge or node. Again, while it would be possible to instead encode attributes and labels as additional edges, in practice, such features allow one to directly annotate the graph without modifying its overall structure.
For example, in Figure 3 we show a graph for our movie database that includes labels and attributes on nodes and edges. In this figure, the attributes for a node are shown in the round rectangle below it. Thus, for example, the attributes associated to the node with identifier n 1 are name and gender, and their values are Clint Eastwood and male, respectively. On the other hand, the edge with identifier e 2 does not have any attribute. In this model, we can directly encode multiple edges (having different identifiers) with the same label between the same two nodes, and can extend the graph with additional attributes on edges without having to remodel complex relations as nodes.
We now provide a formal definition of the notion of a property graph. 
Definition 2.3 (Property graph).
A property graph G is a tuple (V , E, ρ, λ, σ ) , where:
(2) E is a finite set of edges such that V and E have no elements in common.
indicates that e is a directed edge from node v 1 to node v 2 in G. (4) λ : (V ∪ E) → Lab is a total function with Lab a set of labels. Intuitively, if v ∈ V (respectively, e ∈ E) and ρ (v) = (respectively, ρ (e) = ) , then is the label of node v (respectively, edge e) in G.
Val is a partial function with Prop a finite set of properties and Val a set of values. Intuitively, if v ∈ V (respectively, e ∈ E), p ∈ Prop and σ (v, p) = s (respectively, σ (e, p) = s), then s is the value of property p for node v (respectively, edge e) in the property graph G.
Example 2.4. For the property graph G shown in Figure 3 , we have that G = (V , E, ρ, λ, σ ), where V , E, ρ, λ, and σ are as shown in Figure 4 .
In our definition of a property graph, each node and edge is associated with a single label and at most one value for each attribute property. In some applications, it may be useful to have multiple values in these positions. We could thus consider a variant of property graphs, which we call multi-valued property graphs, to allow multiple labels and multi-valued attribute properties within the property graph model: in Definition 2.3, the mapping λ would then return a set of labels and σ would return a set of values. In practice, engines may have custom policies; for example, Neo4j (The Neo4j Team 2016)-a popular engine implementing the property graph model that we will introduce later-allows only one label on each edge, multiple labels on nodes, and one value on each attribute property (albeit potentially a list). In any case, we focus on the single-valued variant of a property graph as given in Definition 2.3; whether or not λ or σ return a single label/value or sets of labels/values is not exigent for us.
We conclude our discussion about property graphs by presenting a second real-world example of how connected data can be modelled by using this class of graphs.
Example 2.5. A property graph representation of a (fictitious) social network is shown in Figure 5 . Each node is labelled either as Person, Post, or Tag, and each edge is labelled either as dislikes, knows, likes, hasFollower, or hasTag. Nodes with label Person may have attributes for firstName, lastName, gender, and country; nodes with label Tag may have an attribute for name; nodes with label Post may have attributes for content and language; and edges with label dislikes or likes may have an attribute for date. We highlight that edge-sets {e 1 , e 2 }, {e 3 , e 4 , e 5 }, and so on, form directed cycles.
Per the proviso in the introduction, in the following, we refer to edge-labelled graphs and property graphs generically as graph databases. We refer to systems implementing such a data model as graph database engines.
GRAPH PATTERNS
A variety of practical, declarative query languages have emerged in the past ten years for interrogating instances of graph data models presented in the previous section. One of the earliest such languages to be adopted by multiple vendors-for the purposes of querying RDF graphswas SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language), which was initially standardised by the W3C in 2008 (Prud'hommeaux and Seaborne 2008) , with an updated version called SPARQL 1.1 published in 2013 (Harris and Seaborne 2013) . With respect to property graphs, perhaps the most well-known implementation thereof is the Neo4j engine, whose development team released a declarative query language called Cypher (The Neo4j Team 2016) . Another query language for property graphs is Gremlin (Apache TinkerPop 2017), which forms an important part of the Apache TinkerPop3 graph computing framework. 4 Although these three query languages vary significantly in terms of style, purpose, expressivity, implementation, and so on, they share a common conceptual core, which consists of two natural operations that one could imagine in the context of querying graphs: graph pattern matching and graph navigation. In this section, we focus on the former operation; navigation will be covered in detail in Section 4.
The simplest form of graph pattern is a basic graph pattern, which is a graph-structured query that should be matched against the graph database. Additionally, basic graph patterns can be augmented with other (relational-like) features, such as projection, union, optional, and difference. These allow for refining what sorts of matches are allowed and, ultimately, what results are returned. We call basic graph patterns augmented with such features complex graph patterns. Graph pattern matching is then the evaluation of graph patterns over graph databases; it forms part of the conceptual core of SPARQL, Cypher, and Gremlin; it has also found use in a variety of practical applications, including chemical structure analysis, machine learning, planning, semantic networks, and pattern recognition (see, e.g., Bunke (2000) , Aggarwal and Wang (2010) , Ogata et al. (2000) , Matono et al. (2003) , and Milo et al. (2002) ).
We begin by introducing basic graph patterns and complex graph patterns, discuss different semantics used to evaluate them, and present concrete examples of graph patterns in SPARQL, Cypher, and Gremlin. Thereafter, we make some general remarks on the complexity of graph pattern matching.
Basic Graph Patterns
At the core of query answering over graph databases is basic graph pattern matching. 5 Basic graph patterns (bgps) follow the same structure as the type of graph database they are intended to query but instead of only allowing constants, basic graph patterns also permit variables. In other words, a bgp for querying an edge-labelled graph is just an edge-labelled graph where variables can now appear as nodes or edge labels; a bgp for querying property graphs is just a property graph where variables can appear in place of any constant. A match for a bgp is a mapping from variables to constants such that when the mapping is applied to the bgp, the result is, roughly speaking, contained within the original graph database. The results for a bgp are then all mappings from variables in the query to constants in the database that comprise a match.
We start with an example of a bgp for an edge-labelled graph; later we will give a more complex example involving a bgp for a property graph.
Example 3.1. Let G be the graph in Figure 1 . Assume we wish to find all co-stars in this graph. We can do this by matching the bgp in Figure 6 (a), which we shall call Q, against G. In Q, we use terms x i as variables that will match any term in the database. On the other hand, acts_in is a constant from the set Lab that will only match edges with the corresponding label in the original graph. The results of evaluating the bgp Q against the graph G, which we denote as Q (G), will thus be as follows: Though not shown in the prior example, we may also refer to specific nodes in the bgp; for example, to find the co-stars of Clint Eastwood, we could replace the variable x 1 (or x 2 ) with the term Clint Eastwood. Basic graph patterns may also contain cycles, where, for example, we could also query for co-stars who are siblings.
We now look at an example of a bgp for a property graph.
Example 3.2. Let G be the property graph in Figure 5 . Assume we wish to query for things that (mutual) friends in the social network both like, where we wish to view the first and last name of the users in question, all the details of the item(s) they both like, and the date on which they both liked the item(s) in question. We can achieve this by matching the bgp in Figure 6 (b), which we shall call Q, against the graph G. Again, we use terms x i as variables that will match any term in the graph database. In this case, the results Q (G) will be as follows: We omit the columns for variables x 11 -x 16 for space reasons: these variables will simply match the corresponding node ids and edge ids in a manner analogous to x 10 . Please note that in the expression x 8 = x 9 , the equality sign refers to a mapping from the attribute name to its value (not equality between variables).
As for the previous example, if we replace the variables in Q per any of the mappings in the results above, we find that the corresponding property graph is contained within G, where Q (G) is again defined to contain all (and only) such matches.
Definition. More formally, let us refer collectively to the sets of terms V and Lab from Definition 2.1 and the sets of terms V , E, Lab, Prop, and Val from Definition 2.3 as constants, denoted Const. Let Var denote a set of variables. We could then define bgps for graph databases in relation to Definition 2.1 by allowing V and Lab to contain variables, and likewise we could define bgps for property graphs in relation to Definition 2.3 by allowing V , E, Lab, Prop, and Val to contain variables. For brevity, we skip repetitive definitions and instead continue with some quick examples.
Example 3.3. For the bgp Q shown in Figure 6 (a), as per Definition 2.1, we can denote Q = (V , E), where 
As before, x i ∈ Var for 1 ≤ i ≤ 16, and all other domain terms are in Const.
Evaluation. Evaluating a bgp Q against a graph database G corresponds to listing all possible matches of Q with respect to G (as per Examples 3.1 and 3.2). More formally, we can define a match as follows.
Definition 3.5 (Match). Given an edge-labelled graph
(1) for each constant a ∈ Const, it is the case that h(a) = a; that is, the mapping maps constants to themselves; and (2) for each edge (b, l, c) ∈ E , it holds that (h(b), h(l ), h(c)) ∈ E; this condition imposes that (a) each edge of Q is mapped to an edge of G, and (b) the structure of Q is preserved in its image under h in G (that is, when h is applied to all the terms in Q, the result is a sub-graph of G).
We leave implicit the analogous definition for property graphs, since the principle is the same: a mapping h maps constants to themselves and variables to constants; if the image of Q under h is contained within G, then h is a match (see Example 3.2).
In technical terms, a match h corresponds to a homomorphism from Q to G (see, e.g., Barceló (2013) ), whereby multiple variables in Q can map to the same term in G, as was the case in Example 3.1 where the latter two matches mapped variables x 1 and x 2 to the same term. In some cases, however, it may be desirable to require that variables map to distinct terms, where these latter two matches would be dropped; in other words it may be desirable to restrict h to be an injective (i.e., one-to-one) mapping, in which case the matching process corresponds to the well-known notion of subgraph isomorphism (see, e.g., Ullmann (1976) and Fan (2012) ). But this may be too strict in certain applications, where, for example, it may be desirable to allow multiple label variables to match one label, but to enforce that node and/or edge ids are kept distinct (with the intuition that nodes and edges represent the structure of the graph, and labels are simply annotations on that structure). These preferences lead to different semantics for the evaluation of a bgp Q over a graph database G, as explained next:
(1) Homomorphism-based semantics: This is the unconstrained semantics: no additional restriction is imposed on the matches h of Q in G other than the base conditions from Definition 3.5. The evaluation of Q against G then consists of all possible homomorphisms from Q to G. Since homomorphism-based approach corresponds to the familiar semantics of select-from-where queries in relational databases, and since it forms the basis for the 68:12 R. Angles et al.
other, more restrictive semantics of bgps, it is often studied in the theoretical community (see, e.g., Calvanese et al. (2000) , Wood (2012) , Barceló (2013) , , and Reutter et al. (2015)). There are also several articles that study implementation issues related to this semantics (see, e.g., Cheng et al. (2008) , Zou et al. (2009), and Fan et al. (2010) ) and it is currently used, for example, by the SPARQL query language (Harris and Seaborne 2013) . (2) Isomorphism-based semantics: Under this type of semantics, the structure of the query (in some potentially application-dependent sense) should be preserved under the image of the permitted mappings; in more practical terms, certain types of variables are restricted to match distinct constants in the database. Since the precise type of isomorphism-that is, the precise type of structure preserved-may depend on the application, this leaves us with a variety of different possible isomorphism-based semantics, where we can highlight: -No-repeated-anything semantics: Only injective mappings are allowed, meaning that no two variables can be bound to the same term in a given match. -No-repeated-node semantics: The injective restriction only applies to variables that map to nodes (or node ids). In edge-labelled graphs, for example, it is common to only require mappings of node variables to be injective, meaning that multiple variables can still be mapped to the same edge labels. This "no-repeated-node" semantics is often preferred in graph matching applications (see, e.g., Bunke (2000)) where no nodes in the query graph should be "collapsed" as it would change the structure of the query graph. -No-repeated-edge semantics: The injective restriction only applies to variables that map to edges: in other words, "edge variables" (variables that map to edge ids in E) must be mapped one-to-one, whereas other types of variables (for nodes, labels, attribute properties and values) need not be injective. This semantics is currently used by the Cypher query language (The Neo4j Team 2016).
Example 3.6. To illustrate the differences between these semantics, let G be the property graph of Figure 3 and Q the following basic graph pattern:
From evaluating Q (G), we have the following (unrestricted) results: All matches are valid under the homomorphism-based semantics. Only the first two matches would be permitted under the no-repeated-anything semantics, since the latter seven matches all map multiple variables to the same term. Only the first four matches would be valid under the no-repeated-node semantics, since in the latter five matches, the "node variables" x 4 and x 8 map to the same node. Only the first six matches would be valid under the no-repeated-edge semantics, since in the latter three matches, the "edge variables" x 2 and x 6 map to the same edge.
As the example suggests, the appropriate selection of semantics may vary from application to application: no one semantics fits all.
While some of the previous semantics may restrict the duplication of terms within a single match-namely the isomorphism-based semantics-we can also consider an orthogonal choice of semantics with respect to duplicate matches in the result of evaluating a bgp Q over a graph database G, as follows:
-Set semantics: Q (G) is defined as a set of matches; in other words, the result of evaluating Q over G cannot contain duplicate matches. -Bag semantics: Q (G) is defined as a bag of matches; more specifically, the number of times a match appears in the result corresponds with the number of unique mappings that witness the match.
In fact, on the level of bgps, duplicate matches cannot occur, and hence the set and bag semantics are equivalent. However, when we later extend bgps with features such as projection, union, and so on, duplicate matches can occur, distinguishing both semantics.
We can then consider, for example, homomorphism-based set semantics, or isomorphism-based bag semantics, and so forth. Since in much of our discussion it will be inessential which underlying semantics we use for evaluating bgps, we may refer to Q (G) as the evaluation of bgp Q over a graph database G in a generic manner, where we assume a homomorphism-based set semantics unless otherwise stated.
Complex Graph Patterns
In terms of traditional relational operations, basic graph patterns (bgps) cover the natural join, and selection based on equality (since constants can be embedded into a bgp). Complex graph patterns (cgps) extend bgps with further traditional relational operations-namely projection, union, difference, optional (aka left-outer-join), and filter (which covers selection). We will now go through each of these features in turn.
Projection. We call the set of variables for which Q (G) potentially returns matches the output variables of the graph pattern Q (which is independent of G). For a bgp, this is always the set of all variables in a query. However, projection allows for selecting a subset of the output variables of a graph pattern as the new output variables: it allows for stating which variables are deemed relevant in the evaluation of a cgp. For instance, in Example 3.6, to retrieve only the names of actors who starred together in Unforgiven-for example, for a user who is uninterested in node or edge ids-we can project variables x 5 and x 9 ; other columns will then be simply omitted from the results. As expected, this operator is present in all practical query languages for graphs, often using the projection keyword SELECT as used by SQL.
Join. While the join of two bgps can be easily expressed as another bgp (under homomorphismbased semantics), more complex graph patterns or different semantics require the explicit use of this operator. This corresponds to the usual relational join (more specifically, a natural join) over the queries that are defined by two graph patterns Q 1 and Q 2 . The output variables of this join corresponds to the union of the output variables of Q 1 and Q 2 , and its evaluation contains all matches that can be obtained by joining a match in the evaluation of Q 1 with a match in the evaluation of Q 2 . More specifically, two such matches can be joined when they take the same values for the variables that are shared by the output variables of Q 1 and Q 2 ; in this case, we say that the matches are compatible. An explicit join is essential in any query language that goes beyond bgps to combine results from different operations.
Union and Difference. Let Q 1 and Q 2 be two graph patterns. The union of Q 1 and Q 2 is a complex graph pattern whose evaluation is defined as the union of the evaluations of Q 1 and Q 2 ; for example, in a movie database such as the one from Figure 3 , one could use union to find the movies in which Clint Eastwood acted or which he directed. The difference of Q 1 and Q 2 is also a complex graph pattern whose evaluation is defined as the set of matches in the evaluation of Q 1 that do not belong to the evaluation of Q 2 ; for example, one could use difference to find the movies in which Clint Eastwood acted but did not direct. Computing the union of two sets of matches is rather simple in computational terms, and as expected most systems implement the union operator. However, difference is computationally more difficult for certain evaluation problems and as such some systems prefer to leave its implementation out. In some other cases, the implementation of the difference operator has been delayed for future revisions of the language, as was the case for SPARQL, where an explicit difference operator, called MINUS, was only introduced in SPARQL 1.1 (Harris and Seaborne 2013). 6 Optional. This operator is based on the join of two graph patterns Q 1 and Q 2 , but instead of dismissing those matches in the evaluation of Q 1 that cannot be joined with a match in the evaluation of Q 2 , it keeps them in the result to maximise the amount of information retrieved. This feature is particularly useful when dealing with incomplete information, or in cases where the user may not know what information is available. For example, in the context of Figure 5 , information relating to the gender of users is incomplete but may still be interesting to the client, where available. Let us assume that the client wishes to retrieve users that follow the U2 tag, where available, to find out what their genders are. Using a natural join, users such as Julie Freud that do not have an explicit gender would be excluded from the results. But instead by using optional, users without a gender will be returned and the value for gender in the corresponding match will simply be left undefined/blank. This operation, then, supports partial answers over incomplete data. In relational terms, the optional operator corresponds to the left-outer join (Galindo-Legaria and Rosenthal 1997). The optional operator has been present in SPARQL since the original version (Prud'hommeaux and Seaborne 2008; Pérez et al. 2009) , and is also included, for example, in the Cypher query language (The Neo4j Team 2016).
Filter. Users may wish to restrict the matches of a cgp over a graph database G based on some of the intermediate values returned using, for example, inequalities, or other types of expressions. For instance, with respect to Example 3.2, a client may be interested in finding things that mutual friends both liked during October 2015, in which case, the client could apply a filter on the cgp of the following form:
01-10-15 ≤ x 5 ≤ 31-10-15 and 01-10-15 ≤ x 6 ≤ 31-10-15.
Applying a filter over a graph pattern does not change its output variables. In general, the filter expression covers the usual conditions permitted by the selection relational operator, including inequalities; boolean connectives such as and, or, or not, and so on. However, while basic filter operators are present in some form for all practical graph-based query languages, in certain languages a wide range of expressions is provided to support complex filtering criteria, including regular expressions over strings, arithmetic operators, casting, and so on. We give some examples in the following section. Fig. 7 . Two versions of a basic graph pattern to retrieve all pairs of co-stars for the movie Unforgiven: one for a graph database and one for a property graph. 
Graph Patterns in Practice
We now take a closer look at how graph patterns are applied in three practical query languages: SPARQL, Cypher, and Gremlin. We choose these languages because they are the most widely used query languages in practice but offer significant differences: SPARQL operates over RDF graphs; Cypher is designed to operate over property graphs as defined previously; meanwhile, Gremlin is more imperative in nature than the other two, and is geared more towards graph traversal than graph pattern matching. Given that each of these three languages is associated with lengthy documentation, in the following our goal is not to be complete in discussing the graph pattern matching features of all three engines, but rather to give a quick comparative impression of each language through examples (for which we will use the bgps depicted in Figure 7 ) and to highlight and contrast some important aspects.
SPARQL. SPARQL is a declarative language recommended by the W3C for querying RDF graphs (Prud'hommeaux and Seaborne 2008; Harris and Seaborne 2013) . The basic building blocks of SPARQL queries are triple patterns, which are RDF triples where the subject, object, or predicate may be a variable (variables in SPARQL typically start with the symbol "?"). Several triple patterns can be combined (conjunctively) into a basic graph pattern. On top of basic graph patterns, SPARQL also supports all of the complex graph pattern features discussed previously (and more besides). The evaluation of bgps in SPARQL is done following homomorphism-based bag semantics. In the following, we will use Figure 8 as our example RDF data.
Example 3.7. The following SPARQL query represents a complex graph pattern that combines the basic graph pattern of Figure 7 (a) with a projection that asks to only return the co-stars and not the movie identifier: Recalling that constants in RDF graphs can be IRIs, the purpose of the PREFIX statement is to define a shortcut for a namespace under which constants appear; since prefixes are inessential to our discussion, we will henceforth leave them implicit. In the SELECT clause, we specify the variables we wish to project as output. The WHERE clause then captures the basic graph pattern of Figure 7 (a): it contains six triple patterns (delimited by periods) that correspond to the edges of Figure 7 (a). Additionally, since the semantics of SPARQL evaluation is homomorphism-based, we add a FILTER to ensure that we do not match cases where ?x1 and ?x2 map to the same person.
Applied to Figure 8 , this query would thus return Other matches for the bgp are removed by the filter and ?x3 is projected away.
The previous example shows how bgps, projection and filter are supported in SPARQL. We now look at some brief examples for the remaining cgp features that are all based on the graph database of Figure 8 .
Example 3.8. We start with an example of a union to find movies that Clint Eastwood has acted or directed in.
SELECT ?x WHERE {{ :Clint_Eastwood :acts_in ?x . } UNION { :Clint_Eastwood :directs ?x . }} Both patterns to the left and right of the UNION will be evaluated independently and their results unioned. This will return :Unforgiven; in fact, this result will be returned twice, since SPARQL, by default, adopts a bag semantics.
Example 3.9. We could use difference to ask for people who acted in the movie Unforgiven but who did not (also) direct it:
SELECT ?x WHERE {{ ?x :acts_in :Unforgiven . } MINUS { ?x :directs :Unforgiven . }} Any match for the left side of the MINUS that is compatible with a match from the right side will be removed. Hence, this query will return :Anna_Levine.
Example 3.10. Using optional, we could ask for movies that actors have appeared in, and any other participation they had with the movie besides acting in it: A result is still returned for :Anna_Levine, even though she had no other participation in the movie; instead, the relevant column is left blank for that result.
In the latter example, we show how optional and filter can be combined. Of course, it is also possible to combine these features in other ways to form increasingly more complex graph patterns, for example, to find movies Clint Eastwood has neither acted nor directed in, or to find his co-stars in those movies he did not also direct, and so on.
Here we have provided a few brief examples of the most notable features for graph patterns that SPARQL supports. However, the list of graph pattern features we cover is far from complete, where, for example, SPARQL 1.1 now supports a wide range of FILTER expressions, variable assignments, arithmetic operations, conditionals, federation, and so forth. Likewise, rather than operate over a single graph, SPARQL operates over collections of graphs, called "Named Graphs," which allow for selecting customised partitions of the data over which queries should be executed. We refer to the official standard for more details (Harris and Seaborne 2013) . Other SPARQL features such as property paths will be covered in later sections.
Cypher. Cypher is a declarative language for querying property graphs that uses "patterns" as its main building blocks (The Neo4j Team 2016). Patterns are expressed syntactically following a "pictorial" intuition to encode nodes and edges with arrows between them. Unlike SPARQL, Cypher uses isomorphism-based no-repeated-edges bag semantics. We again give a quick flavour of Cypher in some examples, where this time we will consider evaluation against the property graph of Figure 3 . The MATCH clause specifies the bgp in question. Nodes are written inside "( )" brackets and edges inside "[ ]" brackets. Filters for labels can be written after the node separated with a ":" symbol, such that (x1:Person) represents a node x1 that must match to a node labelled Person. Specific values for properties can be specified within "{ }" brackets; for instance (:Movie {title:''Unforgiven''}) represents a node that must match to a node labelled Movie and that must have value Unforgiven for the property title. The RETURN clause can be used to project the output variables. Implicit projection is also allowed inside the pattern itself by simply omitting some of the variables; we have done this for the edges and the node with label Movie.
Cypher implements a no-repeated-edge semantics, and thus the evaluation of this query against the movie graph of Figure 3 would not include the match that sends both x1 and x2 to the node of Clint Eastwood (that is, n1), since it would require mapping to the same edge e 1 twice in a single match (and likewise for the match that sends x1 and x2 to the node of Anna Levine). One possibility to overcome this restriction is to use the explicit (natural) join operation of Cypher, which is invoked by simply including additional MATCH commands. For example, if we wanted to construct a pattern that retrieves all pairs of actors who act in the same movie, including pairs that This is equivalent to the natural join of the evaluations of the two patterns given by the two MATCH statements. In this case, we would also get the matches that send both x1 and x2 to the node of Clint Eastwood (and likewise to the node of Anna Levine).
If a variable x stores a node or edge id, then Cypher offers an "." operator to refer to the value of some property of x. For instance, in our previous example, we can refer to the value of the property name for the variable x1 by using notation "x1.name" and thus use "RETURN x1.name,x2.name" to return the actors' names (rather than their node ids).
Cypher supports union, difference, optional, and filter. We now provide similar example queries as for SPARQL, this time against the property graph of Figure 3 . Both patterns will be evaluated independently and their results unioned. The "ALL" keyword indicates that duplicates should be returned; in this case, the title Unforgiven will be returned twice. Omitting the "ALL" keyword, the title would appear once. The "NOT" keyword indicates the difference operator: any match for the initial pattern that is compatible with a match for the pattern indicated after "NOT" will be removed. In this case, Anna Levine will be returned.
Example 3.14. We now use optional and filter to find movies in which people have acted and other ways they participated in the movie, if any.
WHERE type(x4) <> "acts_in" RETURN x1.name AS name, x3.title AS movie, type(x4) as part
In this query, the WHERE clause is a true filter expression: "<>" denotes inequality and "type" is a built-in function to return the label of an edge. The first match will retrieve all pairs of actors and movies, where the second optional match will check the other edges between each such pair matching edges where the label is not acts_in.
Cypher allows the use of the operator AS in the RETURN clause to indicate that the results of the query should be displayed under some specific names for columns. For instance, the use of "x3.title AS movie" indicates that the values of the property title of the nodes stored in the variable x3 will be displayed in a column with name movie. Hence, the query in this example returns name movie part Clint Eastwood Unforgiven directs Anna Levine Unforgiven
Given that we use the optional matching functionality, we see that the result for the Anna Levine node is preserved even though she only acted in the movie.
Once again, here we only provide examples of the core matching features supported by Cypher to give a flavour of the language; we refer the interested reader to the online documentation for further details (The Neo4j Team 2016) .
Gremlin. The last language we review is Gremlin: the query language of the Apache TinkerPop3 graph Framework (Apache TinkerPop 2017). Although Gremlin is also specified with the property graph model in mind, it differs quite significantly from the previous two declarative languages and has a more "functional" feel: while SPARQL and Cypher have obvious influences from SQL for example, Gremlin feels more like a programming language interface. 7 Likewise, its focus is on navigational queries rather than matching patterns; however, amongst the "graph traversal" operations that it defines, we can find familiar graph pattern matching features. Similarly to SPARQL, Gremlin also uses the homomorphism-based bag semantics.
Example 3.15. Intuitively, Gremlin traversals give explicit instructions as to how the graph is to be navigated. For example, to retrieve all movies where Clint Eastwood is an actor, we first load a "graph traversal" object (labelled G here) and write G.V().hasLabel('Person').has ('name','Clint Eastwood') .out('acts_in').hasLabel('Movie')
The call G.V() will return the set of all nodes in the graph (V stands for "vertex"). We then apply two selections on the set of nodes, where the sequence of calls G.V().hasLabel('Person').has('name','Clint Eastwood') retrieves precisely those nodes with label Person and name Clint Eastwood. The command out('acts_in') retrieves all nodes that can be reached from these latter nodes with an edge labelled acts_in. Finally hasLabel('Movie') filters nodes not labelled with Movie.
Gremlin is most natural when expressing paths, because all such patterns can be simulated by a traversal on the graph. .out('acts_in').hasLabel('Movies') .in('acts_in').hasLabel ('Person') This query navigates through the movies of Clint Eastwood as before, but then continues: the command in('acts_in') looks for nodes that are connected by an edge labelled acts_in in the 7 Strictly speaking, Gremlin is a functional language that includes several operators that are out of the scope of this survey. We concentrate on querying functionalities, denoted as "graph traversals" in the documentation Apache TinkerPop (2017). There are various versions of Gremlin for integration with different programming languages. Here we stick with GremlinGroovy. Nevertheless, Gremlin does include a way of specifying more general bgps (including branches and cycles): traversals are used to encode the structure, but nodes can be cross-referenced at different points using variables specified by means of the as command, while the pattern is then evaluated using the match command.
Example 3.17. To illustrate a more complex example, we show how the bgp in Figure 7 (b) can be expressed in Gremlin. The following example additionally includes an explicit filter to ensure that x1 does not map to the same constant as x2 in any match, and also adds a projection to return only results for the x1 and x2 variables (in this case returning only the co-stars, not the movie they co-starred in).
G.V().match(
__.as('x1').hasLabel('Person').out('acts_in').hasLabel('Movies').as('x3'), __.as('x3').has('title','Unforgiven').in('acts_in').hasLabel('Person').as('x2'), .where('x1', neq('x2')) ).select('x1','x2') Again G.V() returns all vertices in the graph. The match command then takes a list of arguments; in this case, the command takes three arguments that specify two inner traversals and a filter. The '__' operator means that the subsequent operation is applied on the parent traversal one level up, meaning that, for example, "__as('x1')" will apply over all nodes in G.V(). The 'as' command declares a variable; however, rather than "__as('x1')" binding all nodes to variable x1, the entire traversal acts as a bgp, meaning that subsequent steps from a node in x1 must be satified for the variable to match that node. Each inner traversal can thus be seen as a tree-shaped bgp. These inner traversals are then joined to create a more complex bgp that may contain cycles. In the above example, the two inner traversals are accompanied by a where command that calls a notequals (neq) filter to ensure that x1 and x2 are not bound to the same result. The select command (outside match) then performs a projection to select the output of the query: only the co-stars, not the movie.
While Gremlin supports bgps, filters and projection, its main focus is on navigational queries, which will be discussed in Section 4. The current version has limited support for declarative-style operators for complex graph patterns. While a "union" command exists, and difference can be emulated by the "drop" command, the current version does not have explicit support for optional. We will not go into details but instead refer the interested reader to the online documentation (Apache TinkerPop 2017).
The Complexity of Evaluating Graph Patterns
To understand the computational complexity of working with a query language we consider the following evaluation problem: given a query Q in this language, a possible answer h and a graph database or property graph G, verify whether h is an answer to Q over G; that is, verify whether h ∈ Q (G). The most basic fragment of graph query languages that needs to be considered is the fragment consisting of bgps and projection, which corresponds to conjunctive queries in relational databases (Abiteboul et al. 1995) . The evaluation problem for this fragment is NP-complete for the homomorphism-based semantics and the three versions of the isomorphism-based semantics considered in Section 3.1; NP-hardness can be proven for the former by reduction from the graph homomorphism problem (Hell and Nesetril 2004) , while for the latter, it can be established by reduction from the subgraph isomorphism problem (Ullmann 1976). All of these results hold under set or bag semantics, since the question of "h ∈ Q (G)?" is not affected by such a choice of semantics.
In practice the size of the query Q is typically much smaller than the size of the database G, so it is common practice to assign different roles to the two when analysing query evaluation. This motivated the introduction of the notion of data complexity (Vardi 1982) , in which Q is assumed to be fixed and the input is given by G only; this is in contrast to the more general notion of combined complexity, which is defined with respect to the input query and the database (as in the previous paragraph). Under data complexity, evaluation of queries consisting of bgps and projection cannot only be solved in polynomial time, but also can be carried out in logarithmic space for all the semantics considered in Section 3.1 (Abiteboul et al. 1995) . Although data complexity might seem a bit simplistic at first sight, it has proven useful for understanding the cost of evaluating small queries over datasets of moderate size.
Furthermore, in practice, one is often interested in matching simple bgps that are not necessarily that difficult to evaluate. Both the graph theory and the database communities have dedicated vast amounts of work to identifying classes of patterns for which the matching problem can be efficiently solved, even in combined complexity. One of the main results here indicates that, intuitively speaking, the more cyclical the underlying structure of the graph pattern (i.e., the less it resembles a tree), the more difficult the query is to evaluate; this notion of cyclicity is captured formally by a notion call treewidth, where we refer the reader to, for example, (Chekuri and Rajaraman 2000; Dalmau et al. 2002; Gottlob et al. 2016 ) for detailed discussion.
Going beyond the fragment covering bgps and projection, the combined complexity of the evaluation of cgps has been extensively studied for SPARQL. To recap the main results, let us first consider SPARQL under set semantics. If only projection, join, union, and filter are allowed in the language, then the combined complexity of the evaluation problem remains NP-complete. If difference and optional are also allowed, then SPARQL has the same operators as relational algebra, so the combined complexity is PSPACE-complete (Vardi 1982) . Interestingly, it can be proven that the MINUS operator of SPARQL can be simulated using optional, filter, and join (Angles and Gutierrez 2008) , so the complexity of the evaluation problem remains PSPACE-complete without MINUS. Moreover, the same complexity bound can be obtained if only join and optional are allowed (Schmidt et al. 2010 ), but in this case the proof is not based on an expressiveness argument. For the case of SPARQL under bag semantics, the combined complexity of the evaluation problem remains PSPACE-complete. To the best of our knowledge, the complexity of cgps has not been studied for the cases of Cypher and Gremlin, thus opening interesting opportunities for future investigation. We further discuss open questions regarding the complexity of Cypher and Gremlin in Section 5.
NAVIGATIONAL QUERIES
While graph patterns allow for querying graph databases in a bounded manner, it is often useful to provide more flexible querying mechanisms that allow to navigate the topology of the data. One example of such a query is to find all friends-of-a-friend of some person in a social network such as the one in Figure 5 . Here we are not only interested in immediate acquaintances of a person, but also the people she might know through other people; namely, her friends-of-a-friend, their friends, and so on.
Queries such as the one above are called path queries, since they require us to navigate through the graph using paths of potentially arbitrary length. Path queries have long been established as the core of navigational querying in graphs by the research community (Wood 2012; Barceló 2013) and are widely supported in graph database engines The Neo4j (Team 2016; Harris and Seaborne 2013; Apache TinkerPop 2017). Furthermore, path queries have found applications in areas such as the Semantic Web (Alkhateeb et al. 2009; Pérez et al. 2010 ; Paths 2009), provenance (Holland et al. 2008) , and route-finding applications (Barrett et al. 2000) , amongst others. It is therefore natural to add path queries to basic graph patterns as the core of graph querying. We call such queries navigational queries, and in this section we discuss how they can be used to query graph databases. We start with path queries.
Path Queries
Paths are the most basic navigational object in a graph database. The most fundamental type of path query is that of path existence, which asks if there is some directed path between two nodes in a property graph, irrespective of edge labels; in some cases, one or all such paths can be additionally returned. This is a foundational notion related to the problems of reachability and transitive closure in directed graphs (Yu and Cheng 2010) , and for this reason it has been well studied by the theoretical community. However, in practice, one often needs path queries that impose additional constraints on the path that is to be computed, such as restrictions on edge labels. The transitive friend-of-a-friend relation in social networks is such an example: we are interested in paths composed only of edges labelled with knows (and not likes or any other label).
Definition. We can define a path query as having the general form P = x α − → y, where α specifies conditions on the paths we wish to retrieve and x and y denote the endpoints of the path. The endpoints x and y can be variables, or specific nodes, or a mix of both, or even the same node (in which case we are specifying a cycle). For the expression α, we can use the symbol * to signify that we are only interested in the existence of a path connecting two nodes without imposing any further constraints; otherwise, there are a variety of formalisms under which α can express more complex path constraints (Cruz et al. 1987; Mendelzon and Wood 1989; Barceló et al. 2012a; Calvanese et al. 2003; Libkin et al. 2016 ), but probably the most famous is that of regular expressions (Hopcroft et al. 2003 ) defined over the set Lab of edge labels. When used as a path constraint, a regular expression specifies all paths whose edge labels, when concatenated, form a word in the language of the regular expression. Intuitively speaking, regular expressions allow for concatenating paths, for applying a union/disjunction of paths, and for applying a path zero or many times. Path queries specified using regular expressions are commonly known as Regular Path Queries (RPQs).
Example 4.1. The (transitive) friend-of-a-friend relationship in our social network can be expressed via the following regular path query (RPQ):
Here the symbol "+" denotes "one-or-more," where the regular expression knows + is used to specify all paths formed from a sequence of one-or-more forward-directed edges with the label knows. 8 Thus, the endpoints x and y would be matched to any two nodes in the social network connected by such a path. Similarly, we can use the path query:
where "·" denotes concatenation, to match nodes x and y such that x is a person and y is a post that is liked by a (transitive) friend-of-a-friend of x. Finally, we can apply a union of paths to match the liked or disliked posts of transitive friends-of-a-friend of x: 
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The features of RPQs can be combined to (implicitly) support a number of other navigational operations on graphs. For instance, the RPQ P = x α − → y, with
defines the friend-of-a-friend relationship up to depth k ≥ 2. Likewise, for example, the RPQ x Lab * − −− → y, where Lab * is the regular expression that accepts all words over Lab, corresponds to the path query that imposes no constraints on paths. Regardless, we will keep using x * − → y to express this query, even when talking about RPQs.
However, there are various navigational operations not supported by RPQs that seem quite natural. RPQs are sometimes thus extended to allow further expressions. One such extension is to allow an inverse operator a − (for a in Lab) to specify the traversal of edges in a backwards direction, giving rise to Two-way Regular Path Queries (2RPQs), which are RPQs enhanced with inverses (Calvanese et al. 2002 (Calvanese et al. , 2003 .
Example 4.2. Consider now a movie database such as the one in Figure 3 . The following two-way regular path query (2RPQ) retrieves all co-stars in the database:
The expression acts_in matches a node x against a person, then the path navigates to the movies that x starred in, and then backwards to x's co-stars (or to x itself). Similarly, we can use the path query (Reynolds 2015) -that is, which actors have transitively co-starred in a movie with the actor Kevin Bacon-we could use this pattern, setting x to Kevin Bacon and leaving y as a variable.
The need for RPQs (and their extended forms) has been long argued by the research community (Buneman et al. 1996; Buneman 1997 ) and recently they have been implemented in various systems; for example, extensions of RPQs form the conceptual core of "property paths" in the SPARQL 1.1 standard (Harris and Seaborne 2013) , which have been implemented in the newest versions of various SPARQL engines (Bishop et al. 2011; Erling 2012; Thompson et al. 2014 ) and have been studied by numerous authors (Arenas et al. 2012; Losemann and Martens 2013; Fionda et al. 2015; Kostylev et al. 2015) . Likewise, in the Cypher query language (The Neo4j Team 2016), one can find RPQ-like features. We will provide examples of the use of RPQ-like features in such languages later in this section.
Evaluation. To define how path queries are evaluated we need to formalise the notion of a path over graph databases. In a property graph G, a path π is a sequence n 1 e 1 n 2 e 2 n 3 . . . n k−1 e k−1 n k , where k ≥ 1 and with each e i being an edge in G between n i and n i+1 . The label of the path π , denoted Lab(π ), is the concatenation of its edge labels, namely Lab(π ) = a 1 a 2 . . . a k−1 , where a i is the label of e i . For example, the sequence n 1 e 1 n 2 e 6 n 5 is a path in the property graph of Figure 5 . The label of the path is the word knows · dislikes. Note that for each node n of G the sequence that consists exclusively of n is also a path (of length zero). The label of such zero-length paths corresponds to the empty word, denoted by ϵ.
To define paths in edge-labelled graphs we need to be more careful, since we do not have edge identifiers in this model, and thus we cannot give the same definition as before. Instead, we define a path π in an edge-labelled graph G as a sequence: n 1 a 1 n 2 a 2 n 3 . . .
is an edge in G for all i < k. In this case the label is simply Lab(π ) = a 1 a 2 . . . a k−1 . As in the case of property graphs, a single node n forms a zero-length path with the label ε.
The evaluation of a path query P = x α − → y over G, denoted P (G), then consists of all paths in G whose label satisfies α. For instance, if α = * , any path belongs to P (G), but if α is the regular expression L, then only paths whose label belongs to L appear in P (G). 9 The set of paths matching P (G) might be infinite (when G has directed cycles), and thus this general definition of evaluation is not computable. Later we will see different ways in which this definition is restricted to be implemented in practice.
Example 4.3. Let G denote the property graph of Figure 5 and consider the RPQ P = x knows + − −−−− → y. Because of the cycle between nodes n 1 and n 2 in G, the number of paths in P (G) is infinite: it contains all finite sequences of the form n 1 e 1 n 2 e 2 n 1 e 1 · · · and n 2 e 2 n 1 e 1 n 2 e 2 · · · . The number of paths in P (G) is also infinite.
As in the case of graph patterns, different practical considerations-for example, the possibility of having paths involving cycles-give rise to different semantics for the evaluation for path queries or, more specifically, for which paths are included in P (G). Next we describe the most common such forms of evaluation in practice:
(1) Arbitrary path semantics: All paths are considered. More specifically, all paths in G that satisfy the constraints of P are included in P (G). As per Example 4.3, under this semantics, P (G) may contain an infinite number of paths. However, while it may not be feasible to enumerate all paths under this semantics, a user may only be interested in whether or not such a path exists, or in the (finite) pairs of nodes connected by such paths, and so on, in which case such a semantics can be practical (Calvanese et al. 2003; Wood 2012; Barceló et al. 2012a ). (2) Shortest path semantics: In this case, P (G) is defined in terms of shortest paths only, that is, paths of minimal length that satisfy the constraint specified by P. We may use this semantics when we want to find pairs of nodes that are linked by some path and, for each such pair, a minimal path (or set of minimal paths of equal length) that witness(es) this. In Example 4.3, the shortest path for P (G) corresponds to the first path in the table. (3) No-repeated-node semantics: In this case, P (G) contains all matching paths where each node appears once in the path; such paths are commonly known as simple paths. This interpretation makes sense in some practical scenarios; for example, when finding a route of travel, it is often not desired to have routes that come to the same place more than once. The interaction of this interpretation with RPQs has been studied in depth by the theoretical community (Mendelzon and Wood 1989; Arenas et al. 2012; Losemann and Martens 2013) . In Example 4.3, only the first path for P (G) would be selected, since others mention a node more than once. (4) No-repeated-edge semantics: Under this semantics, P (G) contains all matching paths where each edge appears only once in the path. The Cypher query language of the Neo4j engine currently uses this semantics (see Section 3.4.1. of the Cypher Manual (The Neo4j Team 2016)). Use-cases for this semantics are similar as for the previous one; for example, when we want to visit some place more than once, but we do not want to take the same route as before. In Example 4.3, the first two paths in P (G) have no repeated edge, but the other paths would not be considered.
Output. As hinted at previously, a user may have different types of questions with respect to the paths contained in the evaluation P (G), such as: Does there exist any such path? Is a particular path π contained in P (G)? What are the pairs of nodes connected by a path in P (G)? What are (some of) the paths in P (G)? We can categorise such questions by what they return as results:
-Boolean: In some cases, the output of a path query may be a true/false value to ascertain, for example, if P (G) is non-empty, or if there exists a path in P (G) between two particular nodes, and so on. -Nodes: In some applications, we are interested in the nodes connected by specific paths (see, e.g., (Wood 2012; Barceló 2013) ). In such cases, we project from P (G) the endpoint nodes: all pairs of nodes u and v linked by some path in P (G). Referring back to Example 4.3, we would project from P (G) the node pair (n 1 , n 3 ). -Paths: In this case, some or all of the full paths are returned from P (G). For example, if P (G) is applied with a shortest-path semantics, then we would return one or more such shortest paths. In other cases, paths to be returned may be selected based on more complex conditions, for example, based on a ranking on paths; this may be useful in, for example, route finding applications, where some top-k "best" paths are sought. -Graphs: Another solution-for example under arbitrary path semantics-is to offer a compact representation of the output, for example, in the form of another graph whose paths are precisely the paths in the output of the query (Barceló et al. 2012a) .
While the first two types of answers can be handled under, for example, a standard relational algebra, there is currently no consensus on how to represent paths as the output of a query. In particular, unlike solutions to graph patterns that have a fixed-arity output, paths do not have a fixed-arity, therefore we cannot directly define a mapping from variables to constants as in the case of a bgp match. Likewise, although returning graphs as queries is supported in SPARQL (Harris and Seaborne 2013) through CONSTRUCT, graph creation is only supported as a final step, where such graphs cannot be manipulated further by other operators.
Sets vs. bags. In the case of queries that return a boolean value or a graph as a result, there is no distinction between bag or set semantics. Likewise, in the case that full paths-that is, the complete sequence of nodes and edges in each path-are returned, no duplicates can occur and there is no such distinction. However, if nodes are returned, or nodes/edges are projected from a full path, then bag semantics are distinguished from set semantics. In particular, if we consider the case where we are returning end nodes of our path as output, when using set semantics, a pair (n, n ) will be returned exactly once when there is at least one path in P (G) connecting n with n , and zero times otherwise; when using bag semantics, this now changes, and a pair (n, n ) is returned once for each full path in P (G) connecting n with n . Bag semantics combined with arbitrary path semantics is problematic, since the set of paths can be infinite; thus this combination is usually not considered in the theoretical literature (Wood 2012; Barceló 2013) . But even when the number of paths is guaranteed to be finite, there are still several issues with respect to high computational complexity, since bag semantics implicitly requires counting paths. For example, it is well-known that counting the number of paths without repeated nodes from node a to node b in a graph G is a #P-complete problem (Valiant 1979) , which implies that it is as difficult as, for example, counting the number of satisfying assignments of a propositional formula, or counting the number of Hamiltonian cycles in a graph.
This high computational complexity has a number of practical consequences. For instance, the initial combination of bag semantics with property paths in drafts of the SPARQL 1.1 standard required that the number of repetitions of a pair of nodes in the answer was equal to the number of paths between them. Thus, a restriction to consider simple paths was added to guarantee finiteness of results. Unfortunately, this gave rise to a path counting problem with a very high complexity (Arenas et al. 2012; Losemann and Martens 2013) , which was resolved by imposing a set semantics on property paths of the form (p)* and (p)+, avoiding the counting of paths of unbounded length. On the other hand, Cypher maintains a bag semantics when returning nodes, where a no-repeated-edge semantics is applied by default.
Adding Paths to Basic Graph Patterns
Now that we understand how path queries can be used to match paths and how graph patterns can be used to match sub-graphs, we can combine them to produce a powerful query language that allows to find more flexible matches. In particular, this language allows to express that some edges in a graph pattern should be replaced by a path (satisfying certain conditions) instead of a single edge.
Example 4.4. In Example 4.2, we used the query Q = x (acts_in·acts_in − ) + − −−−−−−−−−−−−−−− → y to find actors that are connected through co-star relations to other actors, and mentioned that this query can be used to find actors with a finite Bacon number. To make our example more challenging, consider now that our movie database from Figure 3 is extended to also contain bibliographical information about scientific articles and their authors. In such a database, each node is either a movie, a person, or an article. Persons and movies are connected as in Figure 3 , while a person can also have an author edge connecting it to an article. In such a database we might be interested in finding people with finite Erdős-Bacon number, that is, people who are connected to Kevin Bacon through co-stars relations and are connected to Paul Erdős through co-authorship relations. This is easily expressed using the query in Figure 9 , which is a basic graph pattern that permits (two-way) regular path queries on edges.
Combining path queries with basic graph patterns (bgps) gives rise to navigational graph patterns (ngps). In the case of edge-labelled graphs, ngps are defined similarly as bgps: namely, they are edge-labelled graphs where nodes can be constants or variables, and the edge labels can be constants, variables, RPQs, 10 or the special symbol * denoting an arbitrary path. Matches are Fig. 10 . A navigational graph pattern that characterises the friends of friends of Julie that like a post with a tag she that she follows.
defined as in the case of bgps, but now every edge not labelled with a variable is mapped to a path. That is, if we have (b, α, c) in our ngp, with α either * or a regular expression, then our match h must satisfy that h(b) is connected to h(c) by a path in P (G), with P being the path query x α − → y. Note that to keep the arity of matchings bounded by the size of the query, we are opting for an existential interpretation of path expressions in ngps. That is, we are considering the boolean output semantics for P, which only checks that there is a path in P (G) connecting the nodes h(b) and h(c), but does not return such a path. Navigational graph patterns for property graphs are defined analogously, but now allowing for elements of property graphs in nodes and edges as per Definition 2.3. In particular, if the label α of the edge is * or a regular expression, the end nodes of this edge have to be in the answer to the path query x α − → y over G. Navigational graph patterns have received a lot of attention in the theoretical literature under the name conjunctive regular path queries (CRPQs) (Consens and Mendelzon 1990; Florescu et al. 1998; Calvanese et al. 2003; . A natural extension of ngps is to consider complex navigational graph patterns (cngps) by taking the closure of ngps under the relational operations of selection, projection, join, union, difference, and optional, as presented in Section 3. Some other variants and extensions of cngps allowing to compare different paths in a graph have also been considered in the past (Barceló et al. 2012a; Barceló and Muñoz 2014; Figueira and Libkin 2015) . As we will see later in Section 4.3, cngps then form the core of languages such as SPARQL.
Example 4.6. To give a brief idea of the expressivity of cngps, consider the ngp of Example 4.5 and assume we project x 5 : the ids of the posts liked by friends-of-friends of Julie and that have a tag that she follows. Let's call these results the "recommended posts" for Julie. Now consider a copy of the same pattern to find the recommended posts for John. We could use the union of these patterns to find posts recommended for Julie or John , or intersection to find posts recommended for both, or difference to find posts recommended for Julie but not John, or filter dates to find more recent posts, and so forth. All such queries can then be expressed as cnpgs.
For the navigational languages we have seen thus far, paths are the only form of recursion allowed. However, to express certain types of queries, we may require more expressive forms of recursion. In the online appendix we present three families of such languages, namely, nested regular expressions (Pérez et al. 2010; Barceló et al. 2012b) , regular data path queries (Libkin and Vrgoč 2012) , and Datalog extensions (Consens and Mendelzon 1990; .
Navigational Queries in Practice
Next we show examples of how navigational queries can be expressed in practical query languages. As before, we illustrate this using SPARQL, Cypher, and Gremlin.
SPARQL. Since version 1.1 (Harris and Seaborne 2013) , SPARQL permits the use of property paths, which are an extended form of regular expression that, beyond usual RPQs, also allow inverses and a limited form of negation (Kostylev et al. 2015) . As a consequence, we can express any path query from Example 4.2 using SPARQL 1.1.
Example 4.7. Consider the RDF graph depicted in Figure 8 . To find all pairs of actors who have finite collaboration distance (i.e., the query Q from Example 4.1), we can use the following SPARQL query:
SELECT ?x ?y WHERE ?x (:acts_in/:acts_in)* ?y Here the symbol "/" is used to denote concatenation and "^" to denote the inverse of an edge label. The Kleene closure is given by "*" as before. Note that if we wanted to extract the actors with a finite Bacon number from our graph database we can just replace the variable ?x with the constant :Kevin_Bacon.
In one aspect, SPARQL goes beyond RPQs and allows for a (very) limited form of negation called negated property sets Kostylev et al. (2015) . This is done by allowing subexpressions of the form !{e 1 , . . . , e n } inside property paths, which will match to all pairs of nodes connected by some edge whose label is not in the set {e 1 , . . . , e n }. Apart from ordinary labels, negated property sets can also include inverse-edge labels.
Example 4.8. Consider the RDF graph depicted in Figure 8 and the following SPARQL query with a negated property-set SELECT ?y WHERE { :Clint_Eastwood (!{:type,:directs})* ?y } This query will match :Unforgiven (the IRI) and "Unforgiven" (the title string) for ?y. Here, :Anna_Levine is not included, since the negated property-set does not include any inverse. However, once any inverse is added, then inverse edges are included:
SELECT ?y WHERE { :Clint_Eastwood (!:type,:directs,ˆdirects)* ?y } This query will additionally return :Anna_Levine, since now inverse edges are also traversed. In a similar manner to the first query, if the negated property set only includes inverses, then only inverse edges are traversed.
Adding this limited form of negation to the RPQ-style features of property paths does not affect the complexity of SPARQL query evaluation (Kostylev et al. 2015) .
As aforementioned in the discussion on set vs. bag semantics in Section 4.1, in a draft of the SPARQL 1.1 standard, the original semantics of property paths was based on simple paths with a bag semantics. However, since it was shown that such a semantics quickly renders query evaluation impractical (Arenas et al. 2012; Losemann and Martens 2013) , the semantics was changed. Now, to evaluate any query containing the transitive closure operator ( * or +), SPARQL uses a set semantics, looking for pairs of nodes connected by any path whose label belongs to the language of the regular expression specifying the query. Otherwise, if a property path can be rewritten as a bgp (with projection), SPARQL instead uses the bag semantics defined for bgps (see (Harris and Seaborne 2013, Section 9. 3) for more details).
We assume that Node[1] corresponds to n 1 (aka John), knows[1] corresponds to e 1 , and so forth. Each path is a sequence n 1 e 1 n 2 e 2 n 3 . . . n k−1 e k−1 n k as discussed previously. Though not shown, in practice Neo4j will also return all attributes and values on each node and edge. No further paths are returned, since they repeat an edge.
Gremlin. Gremlin supports navigation by the use of repeat, which enables arbitrary or fixed iteration of any graph traversal. As per SPARQL, Gremlin uses the arbitrary path semantics for navigational queries. However, unlike SPARQL, Gremlin returns bags and not sets of answers. Therefore, when returning nodes, Gremlin might repeat the same pair of nodes multiple (potentially infinite) times, depending on how many paths conforming to the query exist between them, and similarly for paths (which are defined in Gremlin as sequences of nodes).
Example 4.16. Recall how we used the following Gremlin expression in Example 3.16 to obtain all co-stars of Clint Eastwood:
G.V().hasLabel('Person').has ('name','Clint Eastwood') .out('acts_in').hasLabel('Movies') .in('acts_in').hasLabel('Person')
For a fixed-length iteration, we can use repeat and specify the number of times the repetition should be performed. For example, the following traversal looks for actors that are linked to Clint Eastwood by a path of length 2:
G.V().hasLabel('Person').has('name','Clint Eastwood').repeat( out('acts_in').hasLabel('Movies') .in('acts_in').hasLabel('Person') ).times(2)
If we want arbitrary traversal, then we can simply omit the times command; however, this effectively means iterate an unbounded number of times, and consequently we may never get anything out of this traversal. For this reason we use the emit() modulator for repeat, which forces the repeat process to output the nodes after each iteration.
G.V().hasLabel('Person'
).has('name','Clint Eastwood').repeat( out('acts_in').hasLabel('Movies') .in('acts_in').hasLabel('Person') ).emit() This query iterates an unbounded number of times, but at the end of each repetition, the current nodes of the traversal are output for the query.
Finally, Gremlin also supports returning complete paths as results.
Example 4.17. To find all co-star paths connecting Clint Eastwood to other actors (and himself), we can use the following query:
G.V().hasLabel('Person').has('name','Clint Eastwood').repeat( out('acts_in').hasLabel('Movies') .in('acts_in').hasLabel('Person') ).emit().path() This query will then begin enumerating all paths per the call to path().
There are several other features of repeat that can modify the traversal and output. For example, the emit() command can include conditions, such as emit(hasLabel('Person')) to output only those nodes labelled 'Person'. Gremlin also includes an until() operator, to provide while-loopstyle repetition, for example, to stop when a particular node is reached.
Complexity of Evaluating Navigational Queries
We now discuss the complexity of evaluating navigational queries.
Path Queries. We concentrate on the complexity of evaluating RPQs, which has received considerable attention in the theoretical literature. This is relevant, since RPQs form the basis of many path query languages. We study the problem with respect to the possible restrictions we mentioned before, focusing on the problems of checking if a path exists, or finding pairs of nodes connected by some path under set semantics: -Arbitrary paths: Determining whether v can be reached from u by a path labelled in the regular expression L can be solved in linear time O (|G | · |L|) (see, e.g., (Wood 2012; Barceló 2013) ). This bound can be achieved by using folklore algorithms based on automata techniques. Such techniques can also be reformulated to compute the set of all pairs of nodes that are linked by a path labelled in L in time O (|G | 2 · |L|). In the special case of an unconstrained path query Q = x * − → y, we can simply perform a directed reachability analysis over G. This can be done in time O (|G |) for a single pair of nodes, and in O (|G | 2 ) to compute all pairs of linked nodes. -Shortest paths: Applying reachability techniques that return shortest paths (e.g., breadthfirst search) in combination with the previous automata-based algorithms, we obtain shortest paths witnessing the constraints stated by RPQs. In particular, computing the set of all pairs of nodes that are linked by a path labelled in L, and for each such pair a shortest path in G witnessing it, can be done in time O (|G | 2 · |L|). -No-repeated-node/edge paths: Under such semantics, the complexity jumps: evaluation becomes NP-complete even in data complexity (Mendelzon and Wood 1989) . Tractable instances of the RPQ evaluation problem under these semantics can be found by either restricting regular expressions or the class of graph databases (Mendelzon and Wood 1989; Bagan et al. 2013) , but it remains to be seen to what extent such restrictions are relevant in practice. The special case of Q = x * − → y can still be computed efficiently, since any shortest path needs to be simple, and thus finding an unconstrained simple path amounts to finding a shortest path.
In summary, finding nodes connected by arbitrary paths or finding a shortest path satisfying an RPQ can be done in polynomial time, whereas considering simple paths, the problem becomes intractable. An open question then is if there are any practical scenarios in which the (intractable) simple path witness is really justified in terms of computational cost over finding (tractable) witnesses based on shortest paths.
Please note that the discussion thus far assumes the use of set semantics when returning pairs of nodes or paths. When considering bag semantics in such scenarios, assuming a no-repeatednode/edge semantics, the complexity of the problem is at least that of the problem of counting paths under the chosen semantics (Arenas et al. 2012; Losemann and Martens 2013) ; in the general case, this leads to a significant leap in complexity for reasons discussed previously.
Navigational Graph Patterns. Recall that an ngp is a bgp where the edges can also be labelled by an RPQ, or the special symbol * denoting an arbitrary path. Assuming we adopt a set semantics for paths, evaluating an ngp Q over a graph database G can be implemented as follows:
(1) First, each RPQ x L − → y that labels an edge of Q is evaluated over the graph database G, and for each pair (u, v) of nodes that are connected by a path labelled with L we add to G a new edge between u and v labelled with L.
(2) Second, we evaluate P over the graph we augmented in the first step, but now treating P as a bgp (that is, L-labelled edges in P must only match to L-labelled edges in G, and not to a pair of nodes connected by a path whose label is in L).
Therefore, ngp evaluation can be separated into independent phases of path query evaluation (step 1) and graph pattern evaluation (step 2). This helps understand the complexity of evaluating ngps better.
(1) First, how costly is step 1, that is, building the augmented graph? Of course this depends on the semantics for path query evaluation we use. If we use a simple path interpretation, then this process will be intractable, while if we apply an arbitrary/shortest path interpretation, then we can construct the graph in time O (|G | 2 · |Q |). (2) Second, how expensive is step 2, namely, evaluating a bgp over a graph? We know from Section 3 that this problem is NP-complete in general, but tractable for certain efficient classes of queries and tractable in data complexity. Likewise if we consider c(n)gps, as in the case of SPARQL, the same complexity arguments apply.
Note that if we consider a bag semantics for paths, the first step will not succeed, since a graph is a set of edges, and duplicate edges will not be preserved in the augmented graph; we would need an alternative strategy to capture such duplicate edges. In any case, the problem of constructing the augmented graph is already intractable in the case of set semantics, and will likewise be intractable in the case of bag semantics.
FINAL REMARKS
Graph databases are becoming more and more important in industry, with new graph database engines and query languages being released in recent years. With this emerging variety of systems and languages, understanding the features that each brings, and the fundamental issues that arise as a product of their design choices, is becoming of increasing importance. In this survey, we have provided an overview of the developments in this area, bridging theory and practice to develop a categorisation of features that constitute a common core for graph query languages.
Feature categorisation. We started our review of the core aspects of graph query languages by first presenting two graph database models: the edge-labelled graph model, and the more elaborate property graph model. Thereafter, we identified the two main core features that are common in all modern graph query languages: pattern matching and navigation. We think that these two forms of querying are at the heart of graph query languages, and thus any reader that is familiar with these two classes of queries-and the different options that one could consider with respect to both-should be qualified to understand the core of any modern graph query language. 11 To categorise pattern matching features, we identified the class of basic graph patterns (bgps), which should arguably form the core of any graph query language, and are indeed present in all of the practical systems we reviewed. These can be further extended with operators such as projection, union, or optional, among others, giving rise to complex graph patterns (cgps). In terms of navigational queries, following both the research literature and the practical solutions currently available, we identify paths as the core of all navigational queries over graphs, and adopt the well studied notion of regular paths queries (RPQs) as the basis for navigating graphs. These can then be incorporated into bgps giving rise to navigational graph patterns (ngps), which themselves can be further extended with operators such as union, optional, and so on, to create the notion of complex navigational graph patterns (cngps).
The choice of the appropriate semantics for each of these forms of queries has proven to be a non-trivial task, and there have been several proposals coming both from practice and from theory. For matching basic graph patterns we classified the main proposals for the semantics into two categories:
(1) homomorphism-based: matching the pattern onto a graph with no restrictions.
(2) isomorphism-based: one of the following restrictions is imposed on a match:
-no-repeated-anything: no part of a graph is mapped to two different variables, -no-repeated-node: no node in the graph is mapped to two different variables, -no-repeated-edge: no edges in the graph is mapped to two different variables.
On the other hand, for path queries one can consider: (a) arbitrary paths; (b) shortest paths only; (c) paths not repeating a node (aka simple paths); and (d) paths not repeating an edge. For the case of path queries there is also the question of how should their output look like. The options here range from: (i) checking the existence of a path (boolean output); (ii) returning start/end nodes of a path; (iii) returning complete paths; and (iv) returning entire graphs. In the case of both graph patterns and path queries, one can chose if answers are returned as bags (where duplicate answers are returned per their multiplicity), or sets (only a single copy of each answer is returned).
To exemplify our categorisation, we have reviewed some of the key design choices made for SPARQL, Cypher and Gremlin: three of the currently most popular query languages used in graph database engines. Table 1 contains a summary of these choices for pattern matching, and Table 2 likewise for navigational queries. Of course, all three languages extend upon these core features presented; however, this core offers a good starting point to further formalise, study and understand these languages.
Throughout, we have also discussed the effects of such design choices on the computational complexity considering various types of semantics and various evaluation problems. With respect to SPARQL, Cypher, and Gremlin, we can summarise the following known results in terms of computational complexity of query evaluation, where PM refers to Pattern Matching and NQ to Navigational Queries.
-In terms of complexity, by far the most studied language of the three is SPARQL.
PM It is known that the evaluation of bgps with projection is NP-complete and that the evaluation of cgps is PSPACE-complete (Pérez et al. 2009 ). In the case of SPARQL, set semantics applies only when the query cannot be rewritten as a cgp (e.g., when it uses a * operator); see [Harris and Seaborne 2013] for details. ‡: Cypher also allows to enable shortest-path semantics. §: A distinct operator is supported to enable set semantics | |: In Gremlin, other semantics can also be enabled or otherwise emulated.
NQ Evaluating cngps remains within the same complexity class as cgps-PSPACEcomplete-assuming the set-based semantics of property paths used in the final official version of the SPARQL 1.1 standard (Kostylev et al. 2015 ). -With respect to Cypher, less is understood. One complication, in particular, is the use of the no-repeated-edge semantics, which has not been well-studied. PM While evaluating bgps with projection in Cypher directly relates to the subgraphisomorphism problem (which is NP-complete), there are no results stating how the no-repeated-edge semantics might affect the evaluation of cgps, so it is not clear if the problem is as hard (or perhaps even harder) than in the case of SPARQL: all that we can directly conclude is that evaluating cgps under this default semantics in Cypher is NP-hard. However, as per Example 3.11, a homomorphism-based semantics can be emulated by using multiple MATCH patterns; assuming such a "trick" is used, then SPARQL-like cgps can be modelled and the complexity is PSPACE-hard. NQ Stating formal results is complicated by the fact that Cypher has a no-repeated-edge semantics (rather than the more well-studied no-repeated-node semantics for simple paths), a bag semantics, and that it does not support full RPQ-style expressions. Little is known of the complexity of such features, however, some lower bounds can be easily inferred. For instance, evaluating path queries is already NP-hard due to the fact that Cypher allows path unwinding (see our online appendix for more details). -With respect to Gremlin, the language is Turing-complete. However, if we only consider the core fragments discussed herein, we can make the following conclusions: PM As per Table 1 , we can see that the semantics of Gremlin and SPARQL are almost equivalent; even excluding the imperative features needed to emulate optional patterns in Gremlin, evaluating cgps should still be PSPACE-complete. NQ The study of navigational queries in Gremlin is complicated by the combination of potentially infinite arbitrary paths, the default bag semantics and the presence of features that go beyond RPQs. However, we can note that considering only RPQ-style expressions returning nodes (and not paths) with the default arbitrary-path semantics, the expressivity is equivalent to SPARQL and the complexity of evaluating cngps should thus be the same as for cgps: PSPACE-complete.
This discussion shows that there are various open questions in terms of the complexity associated with the design choices made, in particular, by the Cypher query language.
Uses of this survey. First, the categorisation of models, query features, semantics, and results covered by this survey offer a useful guide to anyone who wishes to understand a graph query language-be it an existing such language or one yet to be proposed-not in terms of superficial issues like query syntax or minor variations in the graph model, but rather in terms of fundamental querying abilities, choice of semantics, and expressivity. Once the core of a language can be understood in this more abstract way, different languages can then be compared and contrasted in a similar, foundational manner. We have provided such a comparison for the languages SPARQL, Cypher and Gremlin. Indeed, even though these languages run over different models and have completely different syntax, and so on, by looking at Tables 1 and 2 , one realises that the core of these languages is fundamentally rather similar. In the same fashion, using this survey as a guide, we could now compare a new proposal for a graph query language by abstracting the pattern matching and navigational capabilities of the language, and asking relevant questions such as: "What is the semantics of pattern matching in this language?" or "What type of navigational features does it include?".
This growing diversity of graph database technologies moreover suggests that the time may come for further standardisation of graph query languages. While SPARQL has been formally standardised for RDF databases and has been well studied in the literature, many implementers have opted for custom graph database solutions and engines with custom languages, such as Neo4j with Cypher. Likewise, ad hoc standards like Gremlin have emerged in recent years and have been implemented by multiple vendors. However, unlike SPARQL, the semantics and complexity of languages like Cypher and Gremlin have not been studied. Looking to the future, one can thus expect standardisation efforts to rigorously define and characterise the properties of a general graph query language that takes into consideration the demands of the industry, much like the story for SQL, where core features are abstracted as the relational algebra. Of course, a query language may not always abide by a clean abstraction, as per the case of SQL, which goes beyond the relational algebra in various ways, or the languages in Tables 1 and 2 that are annotated with exceptions and support a variety of other features not covered. But yet, the exercise of abstracting languages into core features is a necessary task if one wants to create standards in terms of understanding which features are simply syntactic (i.e., redundant in terms of expressivity), what choice of semantics and features could be considered, and what effects such choices have with respect to achieving desirable computational guarantees in terms of evaluating queries in that language. A notable such example of this were the studies by Arenas et al. (2012) and Losemann and Martens (2013) on the complexity of property paths initially proposed in a SPARQL 1.1 draft, which lead to the semantics being changed in the final version. Likewise, we believe that this survey can serve as a useful guide for current and future standardisation processes involving graph query languages.
We also expect that our survey could serve to bridge the theory/practice gap, helping to port theoretical results about abstract languages (such as graph patterns or path queries) into real graph database engines, and also the other way around, helping to state the problems facing current graph engines in a formal manner. Indeed, we have seen multiple times in this survey that a seemingly innocuous change can have a drastic effect on computational complexity upon further examination; for example, we saw how an optional operator in cgps leads to a jump in complexity for query evaluation, or how having a no-repeated-node semantics can render path queries intractable, or (in the aforementioned case of SPARQL 1.1) how the combination of bag semantics and path queries can quickly become problematic. On the other hand, for example, we have also seen that bpgs with projection can be extended with a variety of useful features without a complexity jump in terms of query evaluation, including support for ngps with path expressions. But while the existing theory provides important insights, this survey also reveals gaps in the literature. To name a few examples: the problem of finding tractable subclasses of graph patterns that can be evaluated efficiently over no-repeated-edge semantics is almost unexplored; systems capable of returning paths need a way of representing a set of paths whenever it is infinite; and we have already noted the importance of a more rigorous theoretical formalisation of Cypher and Gremlin to determine the exact complexity of evaluating their queries and to understand their expressive power. In this respect, we believe that our survey can bring research questions from the practical world of graph database engines into theory.
Future directions. Our categorisation also opens interesting possibilities for further work in terms of surveying and classifying other important aspects of graph databases that are infeasible to cover in this survey with the necessary depth.
The first issue has to do with the implementation and optimisation of modern query languages. In surveying fundamental features, we have only dealt with such issues indirectly. A number of implementations of modern graph query languages using the features in this survey have emerged: in terms of some of the most prominent SPARQL engines that have been released, we can name 4store (Harris et al. 2009 ), BlazeGraph (formerly BigData (Thompson et al. 2014) ), GraphDB (formally (Big)OWLIM (Bishop et al. 2011) ), Jena (Wilkinson et al. 2003) , and Virtuoso (Erling 2012) ; with respect to property graphs, Neo4j (The Neo4j Team 2016) is one of the most popular engines, but one can also cite Titan (DataStax 2015) and OrientDB (Tesoriero 2013) . Collectively, these engines implement a diverse range of indexing strategies, query planning methods, optimisations and ad hoc heuristics-with more proposed in the literature-sometimes borrowing directly from relational databases (e.g., Wilkinson et al. (2003) ), others being custom-designed for graphs (e.g., Bishop et al. (2011) and Tesoriero (2013) ), and others still that intersect the relational and graph worlds (e.g., Erling (2012) and Paradies et al. (2015) ). The analysis and classifications of all these implementation strategies is an important task that can benefit tremendously from our framework and would make for an interesting complementary survey in the future.
The second important line of work has to do with identifying the core of graph analytics and other operations more related to machine learning, or computing statistics over graphs. Currently, these operations are not commonly compiled into query languages, but instead graph engines normally provide several data-access primitives such that users can implement their own algorithms within a programming environment: a direction in which Gremlin goes, for example. Furthermore, there has recently been a lot of work on domain-specific languages that can take care of particular sets of operations within a certain domain or scenario (see, e.g., Hong et al. (2012) ). However, in the area of graph analytics, with different tasks ranging from computing weighted shortest paths to computing the PageRank matrix of an entire graph, we see the same diversity problem as with graph query languages: how to abstract the core (possibly declarative) features of such operations?
More pertinently for this survey, it is not clear where graph query languages start and graph analytics languages end: what is the overlap of features required, how do they complement and/or extend each other, and so on. The graph database community has been slow in adopting graph analytics as a problem of study, but as the importance of these operations grow, we expect this to change in the next few years. We believe that the first goal of the community should be identifying a common core of the most widely used operations, just as we have done with graph query languages. It would also be interesting to understand how classical database-querying tasks compare to engines supporting the so-called vertex-centric programming model, such as Apache Giraph (Han and Daudjee 2015) , GraphX (Xin et al. 2013) , or Pregel (Malewicz et al. 2010 ). This again goes in the direction of Gremlin, which as we have discussed has many elements that are similar to a declarative query language, but also encapsulates a more imperative style, being supported, for example, by the aforementioned Apache Giraph analytics framework. We have also recently seen the first efforts in designing a more declarative language in this context (Jindal and Madden 2014) and in the following years we expect more research in this direction.
Conclusion. Recent years have seen the re-emergence of graph databases as an important alternative to their more widely established relational cousin, bringing with them a variety of new challenges, new demands, and new questions. In this survey, we have provided an overview of the fundamental query features that underlie such databases and have provided a categorisation that generalises much of these recent developments and offers a bridge to known theoretical results while raising some new questions. Of course, there are many open challenges facing graph databases in terms of standardising query languages, implementing and optimising engines for query evaluation, studying the theoretical properties of related problems, as well as evolving graph databases to meet emerging demands for graph analytics. We hope that this survey may serve as a useful guide for those involved in such efforts.
